INTRODUCTION
Due to its efficacy, phase change heat transfer is ideal for applications that demand substantial heat dissipation rates over small areas. Although complex in nature, the versatile process of boiling has proven to be particularly useful. A fundamental understanding of the process is greatly desirable and phase change heat transfer has thus been studied extensively through experimental investigations and resulting correlations over the past several decades, and more recently through numerical simulations.
The growth and departure of bubbles has been modeled analytically by several authors. Plesset and Zwick (1954) and Forster and Zuber (1954) developed solutions capable of predicting growth rates for a spherical bubble surrounded by a superheated liquid with uniform temperature. For a more realistic prediction, Mikic et al. (1970) derived an analytical solution that accounts for the nonuniform temperature around a bubble growing while attached to a wall as well as for its nonspherical shape. However, their model assumes that all of the vapor production occurs around the bubble as it is surrounded by superheated liquid. The possible existence of a thin layer of liquid located between the bubble and the heated surface (microlayer) is not considered. Moore and Mesler (1961) showed experimentally that local wall temperature fluctuations can be significant during high heat flux nucleate boiling (up to 17
• C in 2 ms) and attributed them to microlayer evaporation. Cooper and Lloyd (1969) observed similar behavior in their experiments even for isolated vapor bubbles. Lay and Dhir (1995) for microlayer evaporation, the correlations for bubble growth described can generally predict bubble growth history fairly well. As a bubble that is attached to a wall grows, it is subjected to a number of different forces. Bubble departure occurs when forces that tend to dislodge the bubble overcome the forces that resist bubble detachment. The main forces that tend to lift the bubble are buoyancy and the wake left behind by the preceding bubble. Conversely, surface tension, drag, and inertia are the main forces resisting the detachment of the bubble from the surface. Accounting for only buoyancy on one hand and surface tension on the other, Fritz (1935) developed a correlation for the diameter of the bubble at departure:
where the contact angle is in degrees. Many of the correlations that attempt to account for other forces need information about the bubble growth rate. As a simple modification of Fritz's correlation, Cole and Shulman (1966) proposed the following:
where the bubble growth rate, dD b /dt, is in millimeters per second. For further examples and reviews of proposed bubble departure diameter correlations, see Hsu and Graham (1986) and Carey (2008) . The models developed for the prediction of bubble departure diameters also produce acceptable results. However, they remain semi-empirical in nature, requiring the use of coefficients and/or exponents that can only be obtained through experiments.
The departing bubble displaces the superheated boundary layer and cooler liquid from the ambient surroundings rushes in to replenish the space previously occupied by the vapor. Models for waiting period were developed assuming that the next bubble would begin to grow once the superheated boundary layer was reestablished. The development of the thermal layer was modeled by Hsu and Graham (1961) as simple transient conduction in a slab with thickness equal to that of the original thermal layer. Han and Griffith (1965) used the solution for one-dimensional transient conduction into a semi-infinite medium to obtain the time-dependent thermal layer thickness. The authors also assumed that, for initiating bubble growth, the mean temperature of the thermal layer surrounding the nucleus must be above the temperature of the vapor in the nucleus. When combined, the time-dependent thermal layer thickness and the criterion for growth lead to the following expression for the waiting period:
However, these models do not take into account the thermal interaction between the fluid and the solid. As mentioned previously, Moore and Mesler (1961) showed that cooling of the solid substrate during bubble growth can be substantial. Therefore, conjugate conduction in the solid must play an important role in the determination of waiting period.
Waiting period is often referred to indirectly through the frequency of the bubble growth and release cycles. The growth period is defined as the time taken for a bubble to grow from its nucleation to its departure and the waiting period is defined as the time taken for another bubble to nucleate after the previous one has departed. Growth period can be determined by integrating the growth rate over time until the bubble reaches its departure diameter. The bubble release frequency, therefore, is the inverse of the sum of the growth and waiting periods.
Predictions of bubble release frequency are often associated with the bubble departure diameter. Zuber (1963) suggested the following relation based on an analogy between the bubble release process and natural convection:
Mikic and Rohsenow (1969) developed a model for heat-transfer-controlled growth of a bubble in a nonuniform temperature field near a heated surface. Based on their model they evaluated the waiting and growth times and derived the following relation for the bubble frequency:
where Ja is the Jakob number defined as
It was shown by the authors that for 0.15 < t w /(t w + t g ) < 0.8 Eq. (6) is well approximated by following the simplified expression
Although numerous mechanistic and semi-empirical models have been developed to predict nucleate boiling subprocesses, Dhir (2006) has proposed the use of complete numerical simulations as an alternate method to predict the boiling curve. Son et al. (1999) performed numerical simulations and experiments to study the dynamics and heat transfer associated with a single bubble during nucleate boiling on a horizontal surface. The simulated bubble growth and departure processes were found to agree with experimental results to a high degree of accuracy. With an entirely different approach, Yoon et al. (2001) performed simulations of the single bubble dynamics phenomenon and also obtained experimentally confirmed results. Nam et al. (2009) performed experiments to study the single bubble dynamics associated with water boiling on a hydrophobic surface in which the contact angle varied between 118 and 134
• . The authors utilized a similar numerical tool as the one developed by Son et al. (1999) to simulate the process and the results were compared. The necking and eventual pinching of the bubble near its base observed in the experiments was also predicted by the simulations. Thus, the level set method was shown to be capable of predicting the bubble shape for large contact angles in which the bubble never fully departs from the surface. Growth rates and departure diameters were also predicted well by the simulations.
More recently, Nam et al. (2011) developed a similar experiment to study the single bubble dynamics of water boiling on a silicon surface which was treated to reduce contact angle rather than increase it. Despite using the same fluid, the result was a superhydrophilic surface with a measured static contact angle of less than 10
• . Similar numerical simulations were also performed in order to predict bubble departure diameters. In the simulations the wall temperature was assumed constant and the waiting period was imposed based on experimental results. The bubble equivalent diameters predicted by simulations matched remarkably well with the experimental results. The departure diameter predicted was within 5% of the experimental result and the final growth period was underpredicted by less than 10%. It was also shown that, in addition to predicting growth rate, growth period, and departure diameter, the simulations also captured the bubble shape well.
For the range of contact angles studied experimentally (10 • to 134 • ), bubble departure diameters vary by an order of magnitude and growth periods by up to three orders of magnitude. Bubble shapes vary significantly, becoming more spherical as the bubble departure diameters become smaller. Additionally, the departure mechanism changes for large enough contact angles in which a nucleus remains at the heater surface, effectively reducing the waiting time to zero. The comparisons between experimental data and results from numerical simulations show that the level set approach-modified originally by Son et al. (1999) to include the effect of evaporation at the liquid-vapor interfaceis capable of predicting the observed single bubble dynamics for a wide range of contact angles.
However, one of the key assumptions that the numerical models share is that the surface temperature is constant in time and uniform in space, thereby completely decoupling the thermal response of the solid surface. This is likely to have some influence on the cyclic behavior of bubble evolution, growth, and departure processes. Furthermore, with the constant temperature assumption, the waiting time between successive nucleation of bubbles at a given site cannot be determined and must be specified empirically. This deprives the simulation of being able to predict the dependency of waiting time on parameters such as wall superheat or heat flux, thickness and material properties of substrate, and contact angle. Consequently, the prediction of heat transfer rates for various boiling regimes where the waiting time continuously changes is severely limited unless waiting time is specified empirically.
Guo and El-Genk (1994) developed a numerical model based on microlayer evaporation that predicts a strong influence of the wall's thickness and thermal properties on initial bubble growth rates. Mann et al. (2000) conducted numerical simulations of a single bubble with a wedge-shaped micro region to study the influence that heat conduction in the wall has on nucleate boiling heat transfer. However, in both simulations, the contribution of the induced convection due to bubble growth and detachment is neglected. Likewise, quasi-stationary heat transfer is assumed which results in unrealistic estimates of bubble growth and heat transfer. Fuchs et al. (2006) used a finite element approach to numerically simulate bubbles growing on a heated wall and rising through pool of saturated liquid. Conjugate transient conduction in the wall was included in the simulations. It was found that microlayer contribution is highly dependent on the local temperature of the solid substrate, and therefore, that conjugate conduction must be considered in any attempts to model nucleate boiling. However, during bubble growth, the bubble shape was assumed to remain spherical. Kunkelmann and Stephan (2010) performed transient numerical simulations that included the heat transfer between the fluid and solid phases without bubble shape limitations. The authors showed the spatial variation in surface temperature and heat transfer rates but chose to impose the waiting time based on experimental values. Aktinol and Dhir (2012) also used numerical simulations to predict the spatial variation in surface temperature and heat transfer rates, and quantified the dependency of waiting time on different parameters such as wall heat flux, thickness, and thermophysical properties of the substrate. The effect of contact angle was not explored by the authors. Zhang et al. (2014) performed similar numerical simulations utilizing a combination of the level set and ghost fluid methods for a sharp representation of the liquid-vapor interface. Although the imposed boundary condition at the backside of the heater was different from the study by Aktinol and Dhir (constant temperature rather than constant heat flux), similar results to the previous study were found, including a strong dependence of waiting time on the thermophysical properties of the wall. For a recent and thorough literature review of numerical simulations of all regimes of boiling, please refer to Dhir et al. (2013) .
The objectives of this study are to perform complete numerical simulations of bubble dynamics on a single nucleation site coupled with the thermal response of the supporting horizontal surface and to parametrically quantify the dependency of the waiting period, growth period, bubble release frequency, and heat transfer on contact angle and wall thickness.
NUMERICAL MODEL
As proposed by Son et al. (1999) , when simulating the processes associated with single bubble dynamics, the region of interest is subdivided into micro-and macro regions. The solid substrate region is treated separately. The splitting of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 1 . All of the regions are coupled through boundary conditions. The micro region comprises the thin layer of liquid formed in between the solid substrate and the liquid-vapor interface. Its thickness varies from the order of molecular size at its thinnest to the order of the grid spacing of the macro code (a few micrometers thick). The shape of the film is obtained by using lubrication theory and the energy supplied by the wall is conducted across the film and used for evaporation. The fluid side macro region contains the liquid and vapor phases. In both phases the complete conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy are solved. The liquid-vapor interface is tracked through the use of a level set method. Finally, conduction in the solid substrate region is solved to account for the transient fluctuations in surface temperature and heat flux. Next, the assumptions will be listed and the governing equations and boundary conditions will be provided along with the computational procedure that was implemented.
FIG. 1: Different regions in the computational domain
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In developing and implementing the numerical model the following assumptions were made:
1. For a single cavity at the origin of the domain, all processes are assumed to be axisymmetric.
2. In the solution of the conservation equations for the microlayer, inertia terms are neglected in the momentum equations and convection terms are neglected in the energy equation.
3. Static contact angles are used in the fluid side macro region.
4. The flow is laminar.
5. Although phase change occurs, the fluids are incompressible in each individual phase.
6. The liquid-vapor interface in the macro region is assumed to remain at saturation temperature. Surface tension variation is accounted for only in the micro region.
7. The thermodynamic properties of each individual phase are constant except for the surface tension variation close to the wall in obtaining the solution of the microlayer.
In solving for the macro region, the modified level set formulation is used. The interface separating the liquid and vapor phases is captured by solving the following equation for the level set function, ϕ:
where the interface velocity is given by
and the evaporation/condensation rate, ⃗ m, is calculated based on mass conservation at the interface
The following level set reinitialization equation is solved until steady state is obtained to ensure that |∇ϕ| = 1:
where ϕ 0 is a solution of Eq. (9). The fluid properties are given by
In the sharp interface model employed here, the Heaviside function (H) is a step function given by
The equations governing conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in the macro region are written as
whereV micro is obtained from the microlayer solution aṡ
The microlayer solution is explained in more detail later. All three equations are solved in both liquid and vapor phases. Due to the comparatively lower thermal conductivity of the vapor phase the energy equation is usually only solved in the liquid phase. Aktinol and Dhir (2012) solved the energy equation in both phases and showed that the heat flux when the surface is dry is up to two orders of magnitude smaller than when it is wet, confirming that omitting the solution of the energy equation in the vapor phase is a reasonable assumption. Although the energy equation is also solved in the vapor phase in the present study, it is not expected to significantly alter the flow or temperature fields.
The boundary conditions for the macro region are given at four sides (see Fig. 1 ). They are (i) the axis of symmetry at r = 0, (ii) symmetry at r = R, (iii) a heated wall at y = 0, and (iv) an open boundary at y = Y . This open boundary is simulated by imposing a known constant pressure and zero velocity gradients. The fluid can flow freely into and out of the chamber through this opening at the top of the computational domain. As such, during bubble growth liquid gets pushed out through the opening and during bubble shrinking liquid flows back in. Lay and Dhir (1995) have modeled and solved numerically for the shape of the microlayer using lubrication theory. Following their model, the conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy are given as
where h ev is the evaporation heat transfer coefficient obtained by Wayner (1992) from kinetic theory as
and the pressures in the vapor and liquid phases satisfy the following relation:
where the surface tension, σ, is a function of temperature and A is the dispersion constant in the disjoining pressure. In Eq. (23), the second term on the right-hand side accounts for the capillary pressure, the third term accounts for the disjoining pressure, and the last term accounts for the recoil pressure. The curvature of the interface is given by
Combining the conservation equations in the microlayer yields a fourth-order partial differential equation with respect to the radius, r
The boundary conditions for the problem are specified at two locations. At the inner radius of the microlayer, r = R 0
where δ 0 is of the order of a molecular size. At the outer radius of the microlayer, r = R 1
where h/2 is the vertical distance to the first computational node for the level set function in the macro region.
The coupling between the macro-and micro regions is accomplished through the implementation of the boundary conditions on each region. In order to implement two of the boundary conditions in the micro region, R 1 is required and obtained from the macro code. Likewise, in order to implement the contact angle boundary condition for the level set equation in the macro code, the location of R 0 is required and obtained from the micro code. For a radius less than R 0 the surface is assumed to be dry. The apparent contact angle is then defined as
The procedure to match the solutions for the macro-and micro regions asymptotically is outlined by Son et al. (1999) . The quantity of interest in the solid region of the computational domain is the transient temperature and associated heat flux. Due to the lack of motion, the energy equation in cylindrical coordinates (assuming axisymmetry exists) reduces to the following:
In order to obtain second-order accuracy in both space and time, the Crank-Nicolson scheme is used to discretize Eq. (29). At the inner boundary corresponding to the origin of the domain, axisymmetry requires that the temperature gradient must be zero. At the outer boundary, perfect insulation is assumed. Thus, in both cases the gradient of the temperature can be written as
At the bottom boundary corresponding to the base of the heated solid substrate, a constant heat flux is applied such that
The top boundary corresponding to the surface of the solid is where the coupling between the solid and the fluid side is accomplished. This boundary condition is not only required in order to run the simulation, it is also an area of interest because the surface of the solid is where the highest temperature fluctuations are expected.
Initially, the fluid-side energy equation is solved assuming a constant wall temperature at the lower boundary of the computational domain in the liquid. With the resulting temperature distribution inside the liquid, a heat flux into the fluid can be calculated from the definition of the heat flux
Once this heat flux is calculated, the energy conservation equation for the solid is solved using this heat flux at the upper boundary surface (note that the microlayer is coupled to the solid phase implicitly as it is already included in this heat flux boundary condition). A new temperature field is thus obtained inside the solid, and a new temperature boundary condition is available for use on the fluid side. In order to ensure that energy is conserved at the interface between the wall and the fluid at every time step, this procedure is repeated until both temperatures and heat fluxes display insignificant change between iterations such that the temperature is continuous in all phases and the heat flux going out of the solid matches exactly the heat flux going into the fluid. Once this is accomplished, the calculations proceed to the next time step.
The characteristic length, velocity, and time for the solution are defined as follows:
The governing equations on the fluid side are normalized with the above determined characteristic quantities. On the solid side similar characteristic quantities were defined as
However, in order to maintain consistency with the rest of the normalized equations, the characteristic time and length defined for the fluid are also used in nondimensionalizing the energy equation in the solid substrate.
Initially, the temperature profile inside the solid is linear and the wall surface temperature is assumed to be uniform (T w = T nuc ). The liquid is stagnant and saturated everywhere except for a thermal boundary layer with linear temperature gradient adjacent to the wall. The thickness of the initial thermal boundary layer in the liquid is calculated by assuming that the heat flux conducted into the liquid matches the applied heat flux. A bubble is placed at the origin of the domain at t = 0 and for every subsequent cycle the nucleation criterion used to determine when to place an embryo at the origin is the temperature of the surface at the cavity site. When that temperature reaches T nuc a bubble embryo is placed over the cavity. The simulation then proceeds through several cycles until no more changes can be observed between each cycle.
A staggered-grid finite difference scheme was used to discretize the governing equations where the scalar variables (such as temperature, pressure, and level set) were defined at the cell centers and velocity components were stored at the cell edges. A projection method was used to decouple the pressure solution from the momentum equations. In this standard method, the mass and momentum conservation equations are combined and then split into a momentum and pressure (Poisson) equation. More details on the projection method including treatment at the liquid-gas interface can be found in Son and Dhir (2007) . A multigrid method was used to achieve faster convergence of the pressure equation since it takes up most of the computational time. In general, convection terms were solved explicitly using a second-order essentially non-oscillatory (ENO), scheme and diffusion terms were solved implicitly using a central difference scheme. For the level set advection and reinitialization equations [Eqs. (9) and (12), respectively], a fifthorder weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO), scheme is used for the spatial derivatives and a third-order total variation diminishing Runge-Kutta (TVD-RK) scheme is used for time derivatives since high accuracy is desired in order to reduce any spurious currents that may develop [see Fedkiw et al. (1999) for details].
The computational steps for the solution including conjugate conduction in the solid are summarized in the following list. c. Check the difference in surface temperature and heat flux between the solutions of the solid and fluid phases. If both l 2 norms are less than 10 −6 , proceed to step 2; otherwise, go back to step a for the next iteration.
2. Solve the momentum equation for velocity terms. In this study, 98 grid points are used to discretize each dimensionless unit of length [as shown to be an appropriate mesh size by Son et al. (1999) ]. For the relevant fluid properties and gravitational acceleration, the resulting grid spacing is approximately 26 µm. As shown later (Fig. 14) , the microlayer width for the range of contact angles studied varies from 36 to 10 µm. The microlayer contribution is included in two to three grid points in the macro region, depending on contact angle. The contribution of each point is dependent on the distance to the interface, with the points closest to the interface contributing the most to the microlayer evaporation. This may result in a slight smearing of the microlayer heat flux for large contact angles where the microlayer width is smaller than a single grid spacing. However, the effect of the smearing is expected to be of second order. In coupling with the solid wall, the sharp heat flux peak included in only two to three grid points requires further iteration between the fluid and solid phases before continuity of temperatures and heat fluxes is ensured.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A plot of the temperature field in solid and fluids during bubble growth is shown in Fig. 2 along with the vapor-liquid, liquid-solid, and solid-vapor interfaces for water boiling on a smooth 0.5 mm thick stainless steel disc with a single cavity at the center. The boiling surface has a radius of 4 mm, the static contact angle is 35
• , and the fluid properties are evaluated at one atmosphere pressure. In Fig. 2(b) , a close-up of the area of interest is shown. In both figures the interval between isotherms is 0.1
• C in the solid region and 0.5 • C in the fluid regions. Based on the density of the isotherms it can be clearly seen that the temperature drop in the solid is most pronounced near the point where the bubble interface comes into contact with the wall. This is where the microlayer is located and where significant evaporation takes place. Thus, the three-phase point is the approximate location with the highest rate of heat removal from the solid wall. Elsewhere on the surface of the wall, the phase change phenomenon affects the heat transfer indirectly due to fluid motion induced by growth and departure of bubbles.
As stated in the previous section, the criterion used to determine when nucleation should occur is the cavity temperature (or superheat). The superheat at which nucleation should occur can be determined by mechanistic models such as Hsu's criterion or semi-empirical correlations such as the following proposed by Basu et al. (2002) : where F is a factor accounting for contact angle given by
The nucleation superheat is thus a function of several parameters such as fluid properties, cavity diameter, and contact angle. For the sake of simplicity, the nucleation superheat will be restricted in this study by assuming the fluid used is water, the cavity size is fixed at 15 µm, and the contact angle is 54
• . For these parameters the semi-empirical correlation proposed by Basu et al. (2002) predicts a nucleation superheat of 6
• C. The transient thermal response of the boiling surface at the cavity site is shown in Fig. 3 for water boiling on a 0.5 mm thick stainless steel surface with contact angles of 35
• and 50
• . Despite the different contact angles, the nucleation superheat is the same 6
• C in both cases. In Fig. 3(a) the superheat at the cavity is seen to vary through multiple bubble growth and waiting cycles. The first bubble departure occurs at 20 ms. After waiting for approximately 50 ms the cavity superheat reaches 6
• C and nucleation occurs. Bubble nucleation causes an immediate sharp decrease in the superheat at the cavity site because of the high heat transfer rate accompanying initial bubble growth. As the bubble grows and the liquid-vapor interface moves radially outward from the cavity site, the cavity superheat increases due to reduced heat transfer rate to the vapor. At approximately 85 ms the liftoff process begins and the cavity superheat decreases sharply as the liquid-vapor interface moves over the cavity site during bubble departure. The following 50 ms are characterized by a markedly slower recovery of the cavity site superheat as a consequence of the improved heat transfer rate to the cold liquid that replaced the bubble after departure. The thermal response of the solid substrate during bubble growth and departure repeats itself indefinitely. The first drop in temperature observed
FIG. 3:
Transient variation of local superheat at the cavity site for water boiling on a stainless steel disc of 0.5 mm thickness at one atmosphere pressure with q w,a = 1.1 W/cm 2 and ∆T nuc = 6
• C for contact angles of (a) 35
• and (b) 50
• at nucleation is significantly smaller than the drop in temperature observed during bubble departure. The difference in the magnitudes of the temperature drops exists because of the finite size of the bubble embryo at nucleation. When nucleation occurs, the bubble's base diameter is already larger than the cavity size. Therefore, the liquid-vapor interface does not pass over the cavity site (r = 0) during the initial stages of bubble growth. When the interface is advancing during the final stages of bubble growth, the interface passes over the cavity site as the bubble lifts off from the surface, resulting in a larger local temperature drop. A very similar cavity superheat behavior is observed in Fig. 3(b) for a contact angle of 50
• with one notable difference: during bubble growth the cavity site reaches a significantly higher superheat of 6.1
• C (compared to 5.8
• C for a contact angle of 35 • ). The increase in cavity superheat is a result of the larger bubble base diameter and longer growth period observed for higher contact angle (as will be shown shortly).
Transient surface temperature variations can also be observed if any given location on the surface of the wall near the cavity site is monitored over the course of a bubble growth and release cycle. This was accomplished experimentally by Moghaddam et al. (2009) . The authors performed experiments using an array of temperature sensors embedded within a dual-layer wall. Their setup allowed them to study the details of the heat transfer mechanisms involved at an active site during nucleate boiling. They reported high-frequency data including wall temperature and calculated heat flux at several locations distributed radially from the artificial cavity. The data obtained are ideal for comparison to results from numerical simulations as they provide a level of detail unprecedented in single bubble pool boiling experiments. In order to compare numerical predictions to experimental data, the simulation conditions were imposed to match those of the experiments, including fluid properties, heater substrate properties and thickness, and wall temperature (imposed at the bottom of the heater substrate). Since the observed contact angle was not reported by the authors, it was assumed to be a static 10
• in the simulations (a common value reported by other studies using FC72 as the fluid). Additionally, although a constant temperature was imposed in the experiments below the 10 µm thick benzocyclobutene (BCB) surface, the magnitude of this temperature was not reported. In the simulations, the imposed temperature was approximated using the reported surface temperature and the calculated heat flux as they reached an almost constant value for 2 to 4 ms during the waiting period. This resulted in a constant temperature boundary condition at the bottom of the BCB surface of 82
• C. The nucleation temperature in the simulations was easily estimated from the experimental surface temperature data reported at a radial distance of 45 µm from the center of the cavity. Figure 4 shows local wall temperature and heat flux comparisons between the experiments of Moghaddam et al. (2009) and predictions from present numerical simulations. Despite the uncertainties in the experimental contact angle and imposed temperature, and the assumption of static contact angle, the simulated surface temperature fluctuations can be seen to closely resemble the experimental results. The most noticeable difference between the numerical predictions and the experimental results is a time lag between the temperature fluctuations during the second cycle shown. Neither growth nor waiting period are imposed in the simulations-they are both predicted by solving the governing equations. Therefore, the time lag shown in the figure is a consequence of the slight over-prediction of both growth and waiting periods when compared to the data. The figure shows that, due to the sharp heat flux peak approximately accompanying the triple point, when the bubble base diameter reaches the monitored location the temperature drop is sharp. As the bubble base diameter continues to grow, the temperature increases again as the surface becomes dry and is thus subjected to reduced heat transfer rates into the vapor space. Once the bubble becomes large enough to initiate the liftoff process, the base diameter begins to shrink. As the base diameter shrinks prior to bubble liftoff, the liquid-vapor interface passes over the monitored location one more time, resulting in another sharp temperature drop. Subsequently, the temperature at the monitored location begins to rise again. However, the monitored location is now covered by liquid rather than vapor. As a result, the temperature recovery is slower as heat diffuses into the liquid and the thermal boundary layer develops in the liquid. Figure 4 also shows a comparison between experiments and simulations of the transient local heat flux at the same two locations. Moghaddam et al. (2009) explain that the heat flux was calculated using a transient conduction model between the known (but not reported) temperature imposed at the bottom of the solid and the measured temperatures on the surface. Good agreement between numerical and experimental results is also observed in the heat flux except when the liquid-vapor interface passes over the monitored location prior to liftoff. During the second pass the heat flux predicted from the simulations is significantly higher than that calculated by the authors from the experimental data.
FIG. 4:
Local surface temperature and heat flux comparisons between experimental results of Moghaddam et al. (2009) and present numerical simulations. Fluid is FC-72, solid substrate is benzocyclobutene (BCB), and contact angle is 10
• . Constant temperature of 82 • C is imposed at the bottom of the 10 µm BCB substrate. Results are reported at two different radial locations
The reason for this discrepancy is not immediately clear since the temperature drops observed are similar. However, some smearing of the calculated heat flux can occur because of the finite volume occupied by the thermocouples. The figure also shows single-cycle average wall heat fluxes for both experiments and simulations at the given locations. Although there is significant uncertainty in extracting the experimental data from the small plots, the time-averaged heat fluxes predicted from the simulations are within 15% of the experimental data. Despite the uncertainties and the discrepancy in the heat flux peak during rewetting of the surface, the waiting period predicted from the simulations also shows very good agreement with that observed in the experiments.
Next, the thermal response of the wall is analyzed while focusing on a single contact angle of 50
• and varying the wall thickness. Figure 5 shows the bubble interface immediately after departure as well as the isotherms in all three phases for water boiling on stainless steel for two different wall thicknesses (0.5 and 2.5 mm). Although the bubble shapes and sizes look almost identical, some differences in the isotherms in the solid substrate can be observed if the figures are carefully analyzed. Figure 6 shows the accompanying radial temperature distribution and heat flux in the vertical direction at a depth of 0.4 mm for both cases. It can be seen in Fig. 6(a) that the local temperature drop 0.4 mm below the cavity site for the thinner substrate is higher than that of the thicker substrate. The increased temperature drop suggests a longer recovery time after departure for the thinner case. Additionally, it can be seen in Fig. 6 and ∆T nuc = 6 • C that the vertical heat flux distribution at the same depth is significantly lower in the 0.5 mm substrate, peaking at 1.7 W/cm 2 compared to a peak value of approximately 2.2 W/cm 2 for the 2.5 mm substrate. The lower heat flux peak observed for the thinner substrate is a consequence of the reduced thermal mass around the area where temperature drops are highest. In addition to the temperature, the heat flux in the vertical direction is yet another indication that the surface temperature should recover more slowly for the thinner solid substrate. The simple comparisons of radial temperature distributions and heat fluxes in the vertical direction at the same depth for the two different substrate thicknesses provide further insight into the mechanism by which, for a given contact angle, the added thermal mass results in reduced recovery times. Thus, keeping the contact angle constant at 50
• while altering the solid substrate's thickness, it becomes evident that the thicker solid will recover faster due to the extra stored energy which tends to equalize the temperature distribution through conduction.
The effect of varying contact angle is explored in depth next. In order to study the effects of contact angle on single bubble dynamics and heat transfer, several simulations were performed in which all conditions remained identical but the contact angle was varied parametrically. Calculations were also carried out for solids with different thicknesses while varying the contact angle parametrically. All simulations were performed using the properties of saturated water boiling on a stainless steel surface at one atmosphere pressure with an applied heat flux of 1.1 W/cm 2 and a nucleation superheat of 6
• C. The computational domain was held constant in all simulations with a radius of R = 4 mm and a height of Y = 8 mm. The results are only shown here for contact angles up to 55
• because at larger contact angles an entirely different bubble release pattern is observed. At a contact angle of 65
• , for example, after the first bubble detaches from the wall, the surface temperature at the cavity site is high enough that the next bubble immediately nucleates. After the second bubble departs, the cavity site is no longer hot enough for immediate nucleation of a third bubble. A brief waiting period follows the departure of the second bubble in which the wall temperature recovers. The pattern repeats itself indefinitely with cycles of two consecutive bubbles being released followed by a waiting period. If the contact angle is increased further, the number of consecutive bubbles increases before the recovery of the temperature at the cavity site leads to an appreciable waiting period. This phenomenon of consecutive bubble releases prior to each waiting period is outside the scope of the present work and is therefore not explored in depth presently. Figure 7 shows bubble shapes and sizes for the same simulations with contact angles varying from 20 to 55
• . In Fig. 7(a) , the bubble shapes and sizes are shown less than 1 ms after nucleation. The bubble nuclei have the same equivalent diameter and a chopped spherical shape which depends on the contact angle. Therefore, the embryo with a contact angle of 55
• has a larger base diameter and appears to be shorter than the embryo with a contact angle of 20
• . Although predicted growth periods increase with contact angle, the comparisons in Fig. 7(b) are made based on half of the total growth period for each bubble. The size and shape differences are clear with increasing contact angles leading to larger bubbles and larger bubble base diameters. Figure 7(c) shows the bubble shapes and sizes just prior to departure. The differences are also clear, with increasing contact angle leading to less spherical bubbles at departure. Figure 8 shows the bubble interface and the temperature field in all three phases just prior to bubble departure (left) and just after bubble departure (right) for contact angles of 20
• . As mentioned previously, the first apparent differences between the two cases are the bubble sizes and shapes at departure. In both cases the base of the bubble shrinks down to a point prior to departure. However, the larger bubble is visibly stretched in the vertical direction due to the larger opposing buoyancy and surface tension forces. As a result, when contact with the surface is broken, the base of the bubble quickly moves upward as the bubble tries to regain its spherical shape. As depicted in the figure, for a brief period the bottom of the bubble appears to be flat as the bubble shape readjusts itself. Figure 9 (a) shows the accompanying radial surface temperature distribution 1 ms prior to departure of the bubble for the two contact angles. The radius is measured outward from the cavity site. At the cavity site, the wall superheat is approximately 4.8
• C for the smallest contact angle (φ = 20
• ). This is in sharp contrast with the cavity superheat for the largest contact angle (φ = 50
• ) 1 ms prior to bubble departure of approximately 6.1 • C. During bubble growth, the size of the dry spot surrounding the cavity site increases with increasing contact angle. Increasing contact angles additionally result in longer growth periods. As a result, the cavity site is dry and consequently exposed to significantly reduced heat transfer coefficients for a longer period of time. The combined effect is a significant increase in local temperatures at the cavity (a) (b)
FIG. 9:
Surface temperature distribution (a) 1 ms prior to bubble departure and (b) 1 ms after bubble departure for water boiling on stainless steel substrate with L = 0.5 mm, q w,a = 1.1 W/cm 2 , and ∆T nuc = 6
• C site with increasing contact angle during bubble growth as shown in Fig. 9 (a). The higher cavity site temperature just prior to departure indicates that recovery times will be shorter once the bubble has departed. However, although local heat transfer rate at the cavity site is reduced for higher contact angles, average wall heat transfer rate is improved due to the larger bubble inducing more fluid motion (as is shown later in Fig. 16 ). Additionally, at the last stages of bubble growth when the bubble base diameter is shrinking, cold liquid rushes in to fill the volume being vacated by the departing bubble, further improving the average wall heat transfer rate. Therefore, the changes in bubble shape and size that result from varying the contact angle lead to two competing phenomena that affect waiting time: (1) larger bubble leads to higher temperature at the cavity site during bubble growth, and (2) larger bubble leads to increased fluid motion and average wall heat transfer rate during growth. Figure 9 (b) shows the radial surface temperature distribution 1 ms after bubble departure. Compared to 1 ms prior to bubble departure, the cavity site temperature in this case shows the same trend of higher temperature with increasing contact angle. The cavity temperature difference is similar, peaking at a 1.2 • C difference between φ = 20 • and φ = 50
• , compared to the previous difference of 1.3
• C prior to bubble departure. However, despite the higher cavity temperature during bubble growth and after departure, the recovery period is longer for higher contact angles due to improved heat transfer rates. Figure 10 shows the growth period as a function of contact angle predicted from the simulations. The growth period variation is nonlinear as suggested by some of the experimental results detailed in the Introduction. As the bubble grows, an increasing portion of its vapor-liquid interface pushes itself out of the superheated layer of liquid adjacent to the wall and comes into contact with the bulk liquid which is at saturation conditions. This results in the nonlinear increase in growth period with increasing contact angle despite the linear dependence of departure diameter on contact angle. The effect of wall thickness variation is also shown in the figure but the simulations predict weak dependence of growth period on wall thickness. Calculations performed for wall thicknesses as low as 0.5 mm and as high as 10 mm result in growth periods within 15% of each other. The weak dependence of growth period on wall thickness implies that bubble growth is primarily dependent on thermal layer thickness and microlayer evaporation, both of which are only weakly affected by the thermal capacity of the solid substrate. Additionally, the dependence of growth period on wall thickness becomes weaker for smaller contact angles, suggesting that the thermal capacity of the solid substrate plays an even lesser role for small bubbles with their significantly shorter growth and waiting periods (higher frequency).
Bubble departure diameter as a function of contact angle predicted by both Fritz (1935) and the present numerical simulations are shown in Fig. 11 . Fritz's semi empirical correlation given in the Introduction predicts a linear variation
FIG. 10:
Growth period as a function of contact angle for water boiling on 0.5 and 2.5 mm thick stainless steel surfaces at one atmosphere pressure with q w,a = 1.1 W/cm 2 and ∆T nuc = 6
• C of bubble departure diameter with contact angle. The figure shows that the numerical simulations also predict a linear relationship between bubble departure diameter and contact angle for contact angles ranging from 20
• to 55
• . The departure diameters predicted from the simulations for a surface of 2.5 mm thickness are significantly higher than those given by Fritz, differing by 45% for φ = 20
• and 17% for φ = 55
• . There are multiple reasons for this discrepancy. First, Fritz's correlation does not account for variables such as wall superheat. If the wall superheat was lower in the simulations, for example, the departure diameters predicted would also be lower and closer to Fritz's values. Fritz's correlation also does not account for the effect of bubble growth rate. A different nucleation temperature (possibly due to different cavity size) would lead to significantly changes in the waiting period as shown by Aktinol and Dhir (2012) . As a result, bubble growth rates would be affected as different waiting periods lead to changing thermal layer thickness at nucleation, as was also shown by the authors. A weak dependence of departure diameter on wall thickness is also seen in Fig. 11 . As with growth period, the dependence is weak because the primary factors affecting departure
FIG. 11:
Departure diameter as a function of contact angle predicted by Fritz (1935) and the present numerical simulations of water boiling stainless steel substrates of various thicknesses with q w,a = 1.1 W/cm 2 and ∆T nuc = 6 • C diameter (buoyancy and surface tension) are unaffected by the thermal capacity of the solid substrate. Instead, the dependence of bubble departure diameter on wall thickness is likely a result of a secondary factor-namely bubble growth rate. As shown in Fig. 12 , waiting period is a function of wall thickness, and waiting period affects bubble growth rate due to changes in thermal boundary layer thickness at nucleation. Due to local cooling of the heater surface beyond the bubble base during bubble growth, the dependence of the waiting period on the contact angle is more complex than that of the departure diameter and growth period. The effect of wall thickness can be eliminated by simply making the wall thick enough such that the temperature fluctuations at the heater surface do not affect the temperature at the base of the solid substrate where the heat flux is applied. In such a case, making the wall thicker would have no effect on the temperature recovery of the heater surface or on the waiting period. Although the dependence of the waiting period on contact angle remains nonlinear, Fig. 12 shows that the waiting period increases monotonically with increasing contact angle for the case of a thick wall. For walls thinner than 2.5 mm, however, the proximity of the bottom boundary where heat flux is applied affects the time taken for the cavity to recover to the set nucleation superheat and appears to reach a maximum value at a contact angle of 50
• . The bubble release frequency is shown in Fig. 13 as a function of contact angle for various thicknesses of the substrate. The bubble release frequency is seen to increase slightly with increasing thickness but the dependence is weak. As the contact angle increases, the bubble release frequency decreases. This behavior is obvious considering that both the growth and waiting periods generally increase with increasing contact angle. The exception of the peak in waiting period for the 0.5 mm thick substrate does not affect the frequency appreciably because the drop in waiting period after the peak is small. The semi-empirical correlation of Mikic and Rohsenow (1969) given previously predicts higher bubble release frequencies as shown in the figure. However, the dependence on contact angle predicted is similar between the simulations and the correlation.
During bubble growth, microlayer heat transfer is directly affected by the contact angle. Figure 14 (a) shows that with increasing contact angle the bubble base diameter increases but the microlayer width decreases. The resulting microlayer area at the point where bubble base diameter is a maximum is shown in Fig. 14(b) . The maximum microlayer area initially increases with increasing contact angle, but peaks at a contact angle of approximately 47
• . The area-averaged microlayer heat transfer rate is shown in Fig. 15 , and is found to increase with increasing contact angle for the range studied.
The area-averaged wall heat flux over the computational domain, which was held at a constant radius of 4 mm, is shown in Fig. 16 for various contact angles. Nucleation occurs at t = 0 and one full ebullition cycle (including growth and waiting period) is shown for each contact angle. In all cases, the average wall heat flux is higher than the applied FIG. 14: Dependence on contact angle of (a) bubble's maximum base diameter and microlayer width, and (b) maximum microlayer area. Water boiling on 0.5 mm thick stainless steel surface at one atmosphere pressure with q w,a = 1.1 W/cm 2 and ∆T nuc = 6
• C heat flux of 1.1 W/cm 2 during bubble growth period and lower during the waiting period. This shows that the wall heat transfer rate is aided by the presence of the bubble for the full range of contact angles shown. The presence of the bubble improves heat transfer rates through both microlayer evaporation and liquid agitation around the bubble. During bubble growth, heat removal improves for large bubbles because of the increase in fluid motion induced by the large bubbles and increased contribution of microlayer evaporation as shown previously. If the area-averaged wall heat flux is averaged over time it is equal to the applied heat flux in all cases. When compared with the previous figure it can be seen that microlayer evaporation accounts for approximately 5% (φ = 20
• ) to 10% (φ = 55 • ) of total wall heat transfer rate during bubble growth. Figure 17 shows the heat transfer coefficient obtained as a function of contact angle for various thicknesses. Although the dependence is very weak, the heat transfer coefficient is seen to increase up to 0.02% with an increase in contact angle of 35
• . Since the time-and area-averaged wall heat flux must be the same as the applied heat flux for all cases, the change in heat transfer coefficient is brought about by changes in average surface temperature. For the cases shown, the area-and time-averaged wall superheat ranged from 6.16
• C to 6.29
• C. The implication of this is that the cavity region operates at a lower temperature than the average surface temperature during the waiting period. During the growth period, the cavity region operates at a wider range of temperatures depending on the contact angle (as was shown in Fig. 9 ). The results also indicate that increasing contact angle leads to decreasing average surface temperature despite the previously shown higher cavity site temperature. This behavior is in agreement with experimental observations reported in the literature. Wang and Dhir (1993) reported improvement in nucleate pool boiling heat transfer coefficient with increasing contact angle. However, according to the authors, nucleation site
FIG. 17:
Effect of contact angle on heat transfer coefficient for water boiling on a 0.5 mm thick stainless steel surface with q w,a = 1.1 W/cm 2 and ∆T nuc = 6 • C. Heat transfer coefficient averaged over the area of a circular heater with R = 4 mm density increases strongly with contact angle. In the present simulations the area that supports one cavity has been kept fixed regardless of contact angle. In order to obtain a more realistic prediction of the enhancement in heat transfer coefficient provided by increasing the contact angle, the change in nucleate site density should also be accounted for in the simulations. This could be done by simply changing the domain size to cover the area surrounding one nucleation site. The area surrounding each nucleation site would vary for each contact angle and could be obtained from correlations that include contact angle in their prediction of active site density. It is to be expected that such an accounting of nucleation site density would result in a stronger dependence of heat transfer coefficient on contact angle.
CONCLUSIONS
Complete numerical simulations of growing and departing bubbles during nucleate boiling on a horizontal surface have been carried out without any surface temperature or waiting time restrictions. The coupling of the solid thermal response to the simulation of nucleate pool boiling has provided for a more realistic description of the phenomena. For a fixed nucleation temperature (∆T nuc = 6
• C) parametric studies have offered insight into the effect of contact angle and substrate thickness on bubble dynamics and heat transfer.
-Any given location on the solid surface that is traversed by the three-phase interline is seen to experience significant temperature fluctuations. The thermal response of the solid surface as predicted from simulations shows remarkable agreement with experimental data reported in the literature.
-The effects on bubble dynamics of heater substrate thickness and contact angle were determined. Waiting period dependencies were explained in detail by examining the thermal response of the heater substrate.
-Good agreement was found between the predictions from numerical simulations and semi-empirical correlations for the dependence of bubble release frequency on contact angle.
-Boiling heat transfer coefficient has been shown to increase very weakly with increasing contact angle. The dependence of boiling heat transfer coefficients on substrate thickness has been determined. Thicker surface shows slightly larger effect of contact angle on heat transfer coefficient.
